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Grid Player trouble-shooting 

 

Why won’t my Grid Set transfer to the iPad 

This may be due to exceeding one of the parameters, or the need to REFRESH (see below). 

Check that licensed elements such as PCS have not been used in the grid set in question 

(see below). 

Check that you have not downloaded 10 grid sets.  This is the maximum. (log on to check) 

You need a licensed copy of Grid 2 or 3 to be able to transfer grids. 

 

What are the limits on my Online Grids account? 

You can connect up to three devices to your account. 

You can upload up to 10 grid sets to your account. 

Each grid set can contain up to 350 grids.  The total size of the grid set must not 

exceed 100MB, and no file may be larger than 10MB. 

 

‘This grid set cannot be used with Grid Player because it requires a 

licence’. 

During editing a PCS symbol has been used. Make a symbol report to check it ( Grid 

Explorer - highlight grid set - Report - Symbol Report).  Look for PCS in the column 

indicating the symbol type. 

 

Why can I not see my grid set in Grid Player? 

If you cannot see your grid sets in Grid Player, please try the following: 

Select Refresh All from the Settings menu. 

Check your WiFi connection. 

Check for paid-for or unsupported content, such as symbol libraries and paid-for grid 

sets: 
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– In Grid 3 you can analyse a grid set in Settings > Grid Set 

– In The Grid 2 you can create a compatibility report 

You can have up to 3 iPads per Grid Player account. Though all three of these iPads would 

show the same grid sets on them. 

 

How do I delete a grid set that I have sent to Grid Player? 

Sign in to the Online Grids website with your username and password 

Select your device from the panel on the right hand side. 

 

Select the grid set you wish to remove and click the delete button. 

 

Further information is available at www.thinksmartbox.com.au in the Knowledge 

Base.  Search for “player” to view all the Grid Player related items. 
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